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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10
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Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 640

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection
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Its 2$ not a big of a deal for a character regardless if u can get it in game. I think it's worth it. I started out today & I saw this
DLC. I am enjoying the game and now I have pain as my master. Worth it.. Ok I think this and the coats should not be dlc I am
one of the people who pre ordered this game and had a blast but my main problem with this though is that why pre order a game
when you get nothing special there is just no point also this is mostly for the people who wanted the game but didn't pre order it.
In conclusion if your to lazy to spend an hour doing easy missions then buy this.. This trainer is already in the game and can be
obtained by completing a few trainer quests to unlock konan, then raising her trainer lvl to 2.. The game is awesome but i am so
disappointed in this pain dlc pack since you can just unlock pain in about 1 hour playtime for free... imo this was a waste of 2$ (
this is only regarding this dlc i absolutely love the game). Can drop now some big balls

10\/10. You end up with pain rather quickly even without the dlc so paying $2.00 for a Master who you will get and can get for
free and top of that this master only has one useful jutsu unless you get the hidden cloud map and are good at knocking players
off with Push because Pull is just plain Garb
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